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PRO3200 Access Control Hardware

As a part of the WIN-PAK® software controlled hardware family the

PRO3200 professional modular access control hardware is an

advanced access control panel capable of providing solutions where

installation space is at a premium. The design of the hardware is

modular and flexible and can be tailored to meet a wide range of

applications, while optimising cost and mounting space.

The PRO3200 system is connected to a host computer with WIN-

PAK for system configuration, alarm monitoring and direct control.

Using WIN-PAK SE 4.0 / PE 4.0 or higher, at least 255 PRO3200

systems can be connected to create large access control solutions.

Every PRO3200 consists of a main controller, one or more

enclosures, power supplies and reader or I/O modules. A PRO3200

system can be set up as an access control system with up to 32

doors, protected with one reader each door. If additional inputs and

outputs are needed for extra control within the PRO3200 system, the

number of controllable doors will be limited to less than 32 doors.

The access control limitations depend on the amount of extra

controllable inputs and outputs needed within the modular

configuration of up to 16 I/O or reader boards.

Designed to fit into tight spaces, the PRO3200 with its rack-mount

design provides high-density installations for up to 16 doors per

cabinet in a small space. The design makes it ideal for applications

where eight or more doors are needed. Metal enclosures for up to

two modules are available for remote located controllable doors,

connected via a supervised RS485 bus.

PRO3200 Main Controller

The PRO3200 main controller board (PRO32IC) accommodates a

card database of 100,000 cards, a transaction buffer of 50,000

transactions and is designed to operate off-line, making access control

decisions independently from a PC or other controlling devices. 

The PRO32IC supports any combination of up to 16 I/O or reader

boards to monitor alarm input points, relay output points and access

control reader interface points. Connectivity to the host computer with

WIN-PAK SE 4.0 / PE 4.0 or higher is accomplished via on board

Ethernet port, serial (RS232) communication or dial-up modem.

PRO3200 Modules

The PRO3200 professional series family of access control modules

is connected to an interface with the main controller (PRO32IC)

through a supervised RS485 bus. Hardware interface

configuration options are stored in the main controller and may be

directly controlled via operator intervention, time schedules or

event-based procedures. The modules have been designed to

allow for a modular customisable solution.

PRO3200 Reader Modules

The PRO32R2 supports two card access readers to control two

doors. In the event that communication to the intelligent control

module is lost, the card access readers can be individually

configured to allow entrance based on security needs. 

This customisation allows for a door to be configured as locked,

unlocked or access only via a valid facility code.

PRO3200 I/O Modules

The PRO32OUT module provides 12 Form C, 12 VDC, 2A relay

output controls when mounted in a high density rack mount

enclosure (PRO22ENC1 and PRO22ENC2). If the board is tile

mounted in a PRO22ENC3, four extra Form C, 12 VDC, 2A relay

output controls and power fail and panel tamper inputs are

provided. Relays may be used for lift control, status annunciation

and for general facility control.

The PRO32IN module provides 16 supervised alarm inputs and a

dedicated power fail and panel tamper when tile mounted. The

inputs can be supervised with end-of-line resistors or non-

supervised (digital). Inputs may be used for status and for general

facility monitoring, such as door monitoring.

Enclosures for PRO3200 devices

The PRO3200 main controller and modules are designed to

accommodate various mounting options. Units can be mounted in a

high-density rack configuration (PRO22ENC1 and PRO22ENC2)

when space is limited or in a tile-mount configuration (PRO22ENC3)

for remotely located doors and I/O. A high-density enclosure can

facilitate a power supply, a main controller and up to eight modules. 

• PRO22ENC1 is a wall-mounted high-density enclosure

• PRO22ENC2 is a 19" rack-mounted high-density enclosure

• PRO22ENC3 is a wall-mounted remote enclosure for up to two

modules or main controllers
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